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Tom Yates

Subject: FW: April 15th Board Meeting
Attachments: Dear Board Members.pdf

 

From: don braithwaite <forbeslandingcr@yahoo.ca> 
Sent: April 12, 2020 21:41 
To: Edith Watson <EWatson@srd.ca>; Tom Yates <TYates@srd.ca>; Email ‐ administration@strathconard.ca 
<Administration@strathconard.ca> 
Cc: John Neill <JNeill@srd.ca> 
Subject: April 15th Board Meeting  
  
Good Morning, 
  
As all delegations have been cancelled for the upcoming meeting we are wondering if we are able to still submit 
something in writing to be discussed amongst Chair and Board members at the meeting on April 15th. Please find 
attached the item we wish to have submitted. If this is unable to happen at this time we would appreciate if you could 
notify us as to when the next board meeting will be held that we may attend or submit to. 
If the item is able to be submitted would it be possible to have information regarding the outcome of our application 
forwarded to us? 
  
Any information that can be provided to us would be greatly appreciated. 
  
Kindest Regards, 
  
Don Braithwaite 
  
Sent from Mail for Windows 10 
  



 

Dear Board Members, 

We wish to address some issues and misconceptions that were raised at the last meeting on March 11, 
2020. It is our hope that once these items have been addressed here, that we can move forward to the 
next step in having our rezoning request approved. 

1. We would like to make it clearly known that our main concern now is bringing into compliance 
the rezoning to allow for our current campsites. There were concerns raised that Commercial 2 
rezoning could increase activity and have an adverse effect on the watershed and surrounding 
area. We are happy for a lesser form of rezoning and are only looking to maintain what we have 
at present time, as the area is already zoned for RV site purposes. 
  On February 3, 2020 we attended an Area D advisory meeting to put forward a request 
to have our property at 8620 Forbes Landing Road, known as Sunnyvale Campground, to be 
rezoned as Commercial 2 to bring our campground into compliance. At that time Brenda Leigh 
had stated at no time did she want us to be rezoned as Commercial 2, as it opened up the door 
to expand beyond the RV sites we currently run and she did not want to lose the Upland 
Resource zoning. Let me declare clearly here it is not our desire to become a tourist resort. Ms. 
Leigh and her fellow board member felt that if for any reason we were to lose the property or 
possibly sell if we are one day able to purchase, that the next person coming in would have the 
required zoning to put up hotels or other expansions. Also, that if they approved the rezoning 
for us, they would have to approve it for everyone else. 

As of such John Neill of Strathcona District was kind enough to prepare a possible option 
for us of Upland Resource Recreational. This would allow us to continue our current operation 
without the possibility of expansion. We thought that this would be a great idea as we could 
keep our current operation and maintain the Upland Resource area that was desired. 

At our meeting on March 11, 2020 we were informed that this was no longer a desired 
result and that we were to apply for Commercial 2 (which we had already presented for at our 
first meeting), which allows a much wider range of possibilities beyond what is currently being 
done. 
We feel it is unfair to us, to have these decisions change as we waste time following one course 
of action when we should be following another, and it causes a delay to the meeting / rezoning 
process. 

 

 

We would like to make it clearly known that our main concern now is bringing into 
compliance the rezoning to allow for our current campsites. There were concerns raised that 
Commercial 2 rezoning could increase activity and have an adverse effect on the watershed 
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2. Many questions had been asked at the meeting on March 11, 2020 regarding cabins and zoning 

of the old Forbes Landing which was owned by Don Braithwaite Sr. and was sold in 1983 when 
Don Braithwaite Jr was only 10 years old,  to Ron Lim and was passed down to his wife Ruth and 
daughter upon his passing. It was also brought up that historical background may be necessary 
to investigate due to the location of the Hotel Forbes which burnt down in 1938. As none of this 
is pertinent to the location that we are requesting rezoning for, we believe that there may be a 
miscommunication as to which property is being discussed. 

 I have included a map which highlights the property in question that we are asking to 
be rezoned. If you note the property directly above, that would be the location that currently 
has the cabins and was the former home of the Hotel Forbes, which is not run or owned by Don 
Braithwaite Jr. 

We believe this confusion may be caused by the fact that we used to call ourselves 
Forbes Landing RV Park. However, Ruth Lim took over that name when she opened her 
campground and we are now known as Sunnyvale Campground. 



 

 
 

 
PROPERTY IN QUESTION 



3. Another concern raised was fire hazard, we currently have 20 RV sites and we are very strict 
when it comes to fire bans and our campers adhere to the bans completely. Usually during times 
when fires are allowed campers will congregate around a few small fires and socialize rather 
than all sites having fires at once. Also, many campers have removed completely their fire rings 
or have filled them in with flowers or vegetables as they don’t’ like having fires at all. We also 
feel that compared to campgrounds such as Miller Creek that are 46 sites and Loveland Bay 
which is 31 sites, both in a heavily wooded areas, that we pose much less of a threat to causing 
wildfires. 
 

4. We would also like to make it known that since obtaining the land lease inn 1983 that the 
lease/license granted on the land started out as “ Aircraft storage, haul-out ramp and 
additional tourist related facilities” and then was upgraded to  “residential, aircraft storage, 
aircraft maintenance yard and R/V site purposes. We have hence forth removed aircraft 
storage and maintenance and expanded on RV Site which we feel from an environmental 
standpoint poses much less of a threat towards, contamination of the water shed and 
surrounding vegetation. 

5. As protection of the watershed is of utmost importance and concern for us (that our activities 
will have a negative impact on this), we have provided the last 2.5 years’ worth of water testing 
samples. We want to assure you that our activities to date have not had a negative impact on 
the water shed. 
Also, we would like it to be noted that the current intake for the Campbell River Water Shed is 
located within John Hart Lake therefore we see no immediate threat to contamination of this 
intake (which had been suggested at our meeting on February 3, 2020) 



 

 



Water Sample Test Results from April 4, 2017 – March 3, 2020 



 

 
 



6. We were also concerned when it was mentioned the impact the tourist would have on the area. 
We would like it to be known that we have never nor will we ever be renting our sites to outside 
tourists. The campers that reside each year are all from the Campbell River area, and they all 
reside for the entire summer season running from May to October. Most are local business 
owners, lawyers, doctors, city workers, etc. By renting to locals we believe that they have a 
greater respect for the lake and surrounding areas. We screen each person prior to consent, as 
well as we have very strict rules that each camper is to abide to. 
 

7. We would also like it to be known that a prior attempt for rezoning that was rejected was not 
regarding the property in question directly but was for an extension on the existing property to 
bring it in line with the water lease. As the extension was denied no campsites have been 
constructed outside of the current property lines. (We are currently waiting on paperwork from 
Forestry to back up this claim and will submit once it is available) 
 

8. It has been brought up many times as how the property was out of compliance with zoning prior 
to us asking for the current rezoning. We would like it to be known that up until March 3,2018 
the property was owned by Don Braithwaite Sr until the company shares were transferred to his 
son just after his 90th birthday. This has now given Don Braithwaite Jr. full ownership and control 
of Don River Log Ltd. Since then we have been working with VIHA, Strathcona and BC Forestry to 
bring into compliance the property which also happened to come up for tenure renewal the 
following season. This property in question for rezoning has always had campgrounds on it since 
its creation in 1983 by Don Braithwaite Sr. Since then it has always maintained camping and RV’s 
on a seasonal basis as part of its lease. It wasn’t until Uplands Resource came into effect in 1991 
that this began to be an issue. We have no desire to create a tourist resort or hotel but to keep 
offering the people of Campbell River a place to park their RV’S for the season and enjoy time 
with their friends and families. 
 



 

Signed and dated copy of shareholder transfer 
between Don Braithwaite Sr and Don Braithwaite 

 



We are willing to work with all sectors and areas of government to bring the property into 
compliance. We are hoping to have a meeting arranged with the We Wai Kai chief as soon as it 
is permittable again, as well as meetings arranged with VIHA to go over current water and septic 
systems, and we will continuing to submit monthly water samples for testing. 
We will be working with John Neill to review Riparian Areas Regulation and address any 
concerns should they arise. 
We thank you for taking the time to go over our submission and look forward to working with 
everyone in the future. Should you have any questions or concerns please contact us and we will 
do everything we can to answer you as well as address any outstanding issues you may have. 
 
Best Regards 
Don Braithwaite Jr  
Sunnyvale Campground – 8620 Forbes Landing Road 
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